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Since Mark Twain and Little Satan ?1963? by John S. Tuckey and Mark Twain’s Mysterious Stranger 
Manuscripts ?1969? by William M. Gibson corrected ?an editorial fraud? perpetrated on The Mysterious 
Stranger, A Romance ?1916? by Albert B. Paine and Frederick A. Duneka, critics and scholars have 
been discussing Mark Twain?s three Mysterious Stranger manuscripts. The publication of No. 44, The 
Mysterious Stranger, the third manuscript of the three, in the Mark Twain Library in 1982 seems to have 
settled the scholarly question, yet ?problems of further analysis and evaluation of course remain? ?Kahn 
531?. In October 2008, a Centennial Symposium on ?The Mysterious Stranger? was held at Elmira 
College,?1 and in August 2009, No. 44, The Mysterious Stranger ?hereafter No. 44? was also discussed at 
the Sixth International Conference on the State of Mark Twain Studies. It seems to me ?The Chronicle of 
Young Satan,? the ﬁrst manuscript of the three, is a text that still offers opportunities for further review and 
analysis of No. 44. Therefore my consideration here is given to ?The Chronicle of Young Satan? hereafter 
?The Chronicle?? from which the text of The Mysterious Stranger, A Romance ?hereafter A Romance? was 
taken. 
1
?The Chronicle? is ?the gold mine? from which editors, Paine and Duneka, extracted A Romance 
though they actually secretly left behind ?much good ore in their effort to turn a scathing satire into an 
innocuous romance? Camﬁeld 89?. The aim of this paper is to extract from ?the entire lode? the young 
Satan?s own views about common people and about the context surrounding them, because his views 
seem to have an aspect of vital importance when discussing No. 44, as well as Mark Twain?s later works. 
Satan introduces the ?effective weapon?laughter? in connection with common people and their ?humor-
perception.? He suggests indeed that people should develop humor-perception to detect the shams and 
absurdities in the world and blow them to ?rags and atoms.? Does this mean that young Satan is likely to 
have a historical perspective on the future? Then, do his views seem to be different from a pessimistic point 
of view which tends to be attributed to Mark Twain?s later works? My consideration here will be focused 
on Satan?s views regarding common people. ?The Chronicle? has been fascinating me since I ﬁrst read the 
story when the paperback Gibson edition was published in 1970. 
Comparing with Twain?s original text, Paine?s and Duneka?s A Romance ?cut and bowdlerized? the 
text in far more than one hundred places. The ?editorial fraud? could be categorized into seven groups as 
follows:?2  
1?  ?Structure? Paine deleted ?fully one-fourth of the author?s words? Hirst 202? in A Romance; he 
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cut and pasted together a large part of the chapters ?in chapters 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10?, and 
especially, ?appropriated? the concluding chapter Mark Twain had written for the third manuscript 
?No. 44? because ?The Chronicle? was unﬁnished, cutting out the whole original chapters 5 and 
11. These changes caused the inconsistencies of A Romance.
2?  ?Time? Paine modified the time of the story, originally set in ?1702?May,? to ?in 1590?
winter,? which caused all the changes or deletions of the passages indicating time in A Romance. 
For example, on page 136, the passages such as ?Nine years from now a Prussian prince will 
be born who will steal Silesia; plunge several nations into bloody and desolating wars; lead a 
life of treachery and particular villainy, and be admirably called ?the Great,?? which suggests 
Friedrich II ?1712-86?, and ?Sixty-six years from now a Corsican will be born who will deluge 
Europe with blood and spread the Christian civilization far and wide. He also will be called 
?the Great,?? which suggests Napoleon I ?1769-1821? were wholly deleted in A Romance ?Gothic 
types added?. Paine also modiﬁed every phrase of ?two centuries from now? into ?two or three 
centuries from now? or ?a few centuries from now.? As a result Paine made all of Twain?s historical 
references utterly obscure. 
3?  ?Religion? Twain?s critical talk about Christianity, especially concrete and numerical criticisms 
about the acts of the Pope, Bishop, priest, and nuns were deleted or modified into much mild 
criticisms; ?Pope? and ?Bishop? were simply deleted at the places where they were criticized, and 
?nuns? were modiﬁed into ?teachers.? Paine borrowed the character of a  magician from the third 
manuscript ?No. 44,? and transformed the ﬁgure into an astrologer ?letting him assume most of 
the villainies Twain had assigned to the bad priest, Father Adolf? ?Hirst 202?. In doing so Paine 
whitewashed Twain?s criticism against Christianity, especially his criticism against Catholicism.
4?  ?Politics? Twain was ?increasingly angered by the role of the European powers? in his 
contemporary wars, but his concrete criticisms against them were deleted or modiﬁed. For example, 
a whole paragraph containing such sentences as ?All through the next century there will be 
wars?wars everywhere in the earth. Wars for gain?each one a crime on the part of the 
provoker of it. [. . .] An English queen will reign more than sixty years, and ﬁght more than 
sixty wars during her reign?spreading civilization generously? 136; Gothic types added? was 
all deleted by Paine. ?An English queen? who ?will reign more than sixty years, and ﬁght more 
than sixty wars during her reign? suggests Queen Victoria ?1837-1901?. As a result Paine made 
Twain?s concrete and bitter criticism against the provokers of wars incomplete or weak.  
5?  ?The Characterization of Satan? ?Satan?s freedom in time and space and his godlike powers? let 
Twain create an idealized characterization of the protagonist for the tale. In the ﬁrst place Satan 
is ?the truth-speaker,? but many of his critical but true views were deleted and whitewashed in A 
Romance. In the second place Satan?s characterization as ?the new Prometheus? was deleted. In the 
original text Twain shows Satan patiently trying to enlighten the narrator on the humor-perception 
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which the human race should develop properly. However Paine utterly deleted the passages where 
the narrator has learned much from Satan and developed his humor-perception. Therefore Paine?s 
deletions and modiﬁcations in many places made Satan?s characterization weak and incomplete. 
As a result it would be very difﬁcult for the readers of A Romance to understand Satan as ?the new 
Prometheus.?
6?  ?Author?s Vision? Satan?s important references to the common people, and the narrator?s honest 
opinions about them were deleted in A Romance. Therefore it is quite difﬁcult for the readers of A 
Romance to understand Twain?s views about common people and about his historical perspective 
on the future world, in other words, Twain?s implied sense of hope for the future.   
7?  ?Editing? Italics, capital/small letters, dashes, hyphens, and other small modiﬁcations were secretly 
perpetrated in Paine?s own way in many places; especially Paine didn?t seem to perceive the 
differences between ?Moral Sense? and ?moral sense.? That’s why in A Romance the phrase is 
always spelled in capital letters such as Moral Sense. Twain?s ?Moral Sense? means the stereotyped 
moral sense that is socially constructed and often deforms true judgment, while Twain?s ?moral 
sense? spoken by the village boy means literally ?the faculty which enables us to distinguish good 
from evil? 60?. Those small but crucial modiﬁcations should not be neglected to understand Mark 
Twain properly. 
In conclusion those editorial frauds turned Mark Twain?s ?scathing satire? into an ?innocuous romance? 
more digestible for the readers of A Romance. Some of those frauds are discussed insightfully by Gibson 
and other critics, but other frauds are explored only to a limited extent or not at all. Among them is the 
fraud in terms of Satan?s views regarding common people, which is categorized above as item numbers 5? 
and 6?, which would deserve consideration when discussing Twain?s later works.
2
A mysterious stranger who is called Satan, after his uncle, came to this world to examine the ?curious? 
human race. He visited a small village called Eseldorf ?German for ?Donkeyville??, Austria in 1702, and 
became friends with three village boys. One of them was the narrator of this story, Theodor Fischer, son of 
the church organist. Fischer is now an old man who tells about those past days when he spent with Satan. 
He used to meet with Satan, and sometimes made a journey to France or China with him. Satan?s freedom 
in time and space let him show the boys a history of the human race, but the progress of the race shown by 
Satan wasn?t satisfactory. Why wasn?t it satisfactory? Satan tried to initiate them into his way of looking at 
the world history through conversation with him. 
Twain wrote ?The Chronicle? in three periods after his world lecturing tour: from October 1897 to 
January 1898; from May to October 1899 while living in Vienna; and from June to August 1900 while 
living in London. During the tour around the world Twain had recorded a dominant mood in a notebook 
entry ?10 November 1895?: ?It is the strangest thing, that the world is not full of books that scoff at the 
pitiful world, and the useless universe and the vile and contemptible human race?books that laugh at the 
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whole paltry scheme and deride it. [. . .] Why don?t I write such a book? ?3  Just as William Gibson wrote, 
Gregg Camﬁeld writes that ?The Chronicle? seems to ?carry the same tone? 89? as that of the notebook 
entry, and the young Satan serves admirably for ?the same emotional needs.? Satan often scoffs at the 
pitiful world. The narrator of ?The Chronicle? says, ?Lovely as he was, Satan could be cruelly offensive 
when he chose; and he always chose, when the human race was brought to his attention. He always turned 
up his nose at it, and never had a kind word for it. I do not see how a person can act so? ?80; Gothic 
types added. Paine deleted the passage?. 
Above all things Satan is ?the truth-speaker? ?Gibson 15?. When he speaks what is true, his voice 
often carries bitter criticism. It is only natural that ?The Chronicle? should have reﬂected what Twain had 
seen and experienced during his journey following the equator. The places he had visited were all English-
speaking countries under the conditions of British colonialism. Twain let Satan tell ?the future world? in 
?The Chronicle? using Satan?s freedom in time and space, and when he criticized a war which would be 
provoked by England in ?two centuries? from 1702 when the story was set, Satan suggested the Boer War 
?1899-1902?:
 ?Two centuries from now? he said, ?the Christian civilization will reach its highest mark. Yet 
its kings will still be, then what they are now, a close corporation of land-thieves. Is that an 
advance? England will be prodigious and strong; she will bear the most honorable name that 
ever a nation bore, and will lose it in a single little shameful war and carry the stench of it and 
the blot of it to the end of her days. To please a dozen rich adventurers her statesmen will pick 
a quarrel with a couple of wee little Christian farmer-communities, and send against that half 
dozen villages the mightiest army that ever invaded any country and will crush those little 
nations and rob them of their independence and their land. She will make a noisy pretence of 
being proud of these things, but deep down in her heart she will be ashamed of them and will 
grieve for her soiled ﬂag?once the symbol of liberty and honor and justice, now the pirate?s 
emblem.?
 ?156; Gothic types added. Paine deleted all passages above. Proper nouns such as ?England? 
were often deleted, which would help ?a scathing satire? written by Twain turn into ?an 
innocuous romance?.?
In his usual way he criticized and made fun of ?land-thieves? of the honorable Christian country. He told 
how ?England? would invade ?those little nations and rob them of their independence? as well as their 
diamond mines, and would make ?a noisy pretence of being proud of these things,? though deep down in 
her heart she would ?be ashamed.? 
Satan made fun of ?sheep? next. But the narrator was not at ease when his friend Satan said that 
the human race was made up of ?sheep? and that it was governed by ?minorities,? seldom or never by 
?majorities,? and that people suppressed their feelings and beliefs and followed the handful that made the 
most noise. Satan?s talk still continued: ?The vast majority of the race, whether savage or civilized, are 
secretly kind-hearted, and shrink from inﬂicting pain; but in the presence of the aggressive and pitiless 
minority they don?t dare to assert themselves?154?. That is the reason why they didn?t dare to rise up to 
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support a few fair men who argued and reasoned against the war with speech and pen; indeed, they often 
suffer defeats from their cowardice. Satan argues for the importance of a critical consciousness among the 
commoner in the face of the aggressive minority. 
Eseldorf, located in Austria, was far away from the world and ?asleep.? The people of the village 
didn?t learn much, because ?knowledge was not good for the common people? as the priests said. It 
wouldn?t be a surprise if the people therefore grew into ignorant manhood. The narrator doesn?t openly 
express critical ideas about the common practice of deprecating knowledge because he had no idea about 
that when he was a village boy. Apparently the Catholic Church and the Bishop promoted the practice of 
deprecating knowledge, and the Monarch reigned overwhelmingly over the people, which was also beyond 
the narrator?s idea when he was a boy. His voice, however, sometimes carries an ironic tone, which may 
result from the later days of his life. The readers of ?The Chronicle? would listen to the narrator?s ironical 
tone arguing the disjunction between established powers such as the Church or the Monarch and the 
commoner in Eseldorf.  
 Eseldorf was a paradise for us boys. We were not overmuch pestered with schooling.  Mainly we were 
trained to be good <Catholics>; to revere the Virgin, the Church and the saints above everything; 
to hold the Monarch in awful reverence, speak of him with bated breath, uncover before his 
picture, regard him as the gracious provider of our daily bread and of all our earthly blessings, 
and ourselves as being sent into the world with the one only mission, to labor for him, bleed for 
him, die for him, when necessary. Beyond these matters we were not required to know much; and in 
fact, not allowed to. The priests said that knowledge was not good for the common people, and could 
make them discontented with the lot which God had appointed for them, and God would not endure 
discontentment with His plans. This was true, for the priests got it of the Bishop. 
 ?36; Gothic types added. Paine deleted all the Gothic types above. He also modiﬁed <Catholics> 
into ?Christians.?? 
The priests? reasoning about knowledge for the common people indicates the origin of the people?s 
ignorance. The village people were not ignorant and stupid by nature, but  they were so trained as to ?hold 
the Monarch in awful reverence,? and to regard themselves ?as being sent into the world with the one only 
mission, to labor for him, bleed for him, die for him, when necessary.? The villagers here did labor for the 
Monarch so as to be trained. Beyond these matters they were not required to know much, in other words, 
they were deprived of knowledge. The narrator tells about the context surrounding commoner and the 
forces inﬂuencing their ignorance, too. The village boys, who are in their formative years, however, would 
gradually learn the ?truth? from Satan, ?the truth-speaker.? 
3
Bitter and poignant as ?The Chronicle? may be, the afﬁrmative aspects of the tale need to be stressed, 
in particular the aspect of Satan?s characterization as ?the new Prometheus? Gibson 15?. Twain?s young 
Satan is an angel who is ?handsome? and has ?a winning face and pleasant voice? 45?. He is ?easy and 
graceful and unembarrassed, not slouchy and awkward and difﬁdent like other boys? 45?.4  Twain chose 
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a ?charming? little angel for his protagonist instead of choosing a ?gloomy and melancholy? 54? ghost. 
This choice and his characterization of Satan as ?the new Prometheus? serve the basic tone of the story, 
which is not always bleak. The narrator tells us how attracted he was to the little Satan: ?It was an ecstasy 
and like music, and one cannot tell about music so that another person can get the feeling of it? 54?. This 
very Satan laughs sardonically at the pitiful world and tells his critical views.
The vital role of Satan as ?the new Prometheus? is demonstrated, for example, when he patiently tries 
to enlighten the narrator on humor-perception the human race should properly develop. These passages 
quoted below ?all deleted by Paine? prove that the narrator has learned much from Satan and developed his 
humor-perception fairly well. He says, ?Intercourse with him had colored my mind, of course, he being a 
strong personality and I a weak one; therefore I was inclined to think his position correct.?  
?No religion exists which is not littered with engaging and delightful comicalities, but the 
race never perceives them. Nothing can be more deliciously comical than hereditary royalties 
and aristocracies, but none except royal families and aristocrats are aware of it.?
????????? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ?
?But republics and democracies see, don?t they??
?Oh, no?and never will. [. . .]All forms of government?including republican and 
democratic?are rich in funny shams and absurdities, but their supporters do not see it.?
It took him an hour to list a lot of the comicalities which the race is not capable of 
perceiving, then he left off. He said it would take him a month to name the rest.
Intercourse with him had colored my mind, of course, he being a strong personality and I 
a weak one; therefore I was inclined to think his position correct, but I did not say it. I only said 
our race was progressing, and that in time its sense of humor would develop to a point where it 
would enable us to perceive many things which we cannot see now.
?164-65; Gothic types added. Paine deleted all the passages above.?
Now the narrator could think to himself: ?I was inclined to think his position correct.? Moreover, he said, 
?I only said our race was progressing, and that in time its sense of humor would develop to a point where 
it would enable us to perceive many things which we can?t see now.? We, readers, understand the narrator 
believed in the progress of the human race. He might have a future vision of the world in his mind. 
Yet Satan, who knew the future of the race, still asked the narrator. He said:
?Will a day come when the race will detect the funniness of these juvenilities and laugh at 
them?and by laughing at them destroy them?  For your race, in its poverty, has unquestionably 
one really effective weapon?laughter.  Power, Money, Persuasion, Supplication, Persecution?
these can lift at a colossal humbug,?push it a little?crowd it a little?weaken it a little, century by 
century; but only Laughter can blow it to rags and atoms at a blast.  Against the assault of <Laughter> 
nothing can stand. You are always fussing and ﬁghting with your other weapons: do you ever use that 
one? No, you leave it lying rusting. As a race, do you ever use it at all? No?you lack sense and the 
courage. Once in an age a single hero lifts it, delivers his blow, and a hoary humbug goes to ruin. 
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Before this century closes, Robert Burns, a peasant, will break the back of the Presbyterian 
Church with it, and set Scotland free. I ask you again: will a day come when the race will have 
so developed its humor-perception as to be able to detect the funniness of Papal Infallibility and 
God-subordinating Papal Authority ??
?I think so.?
?When??
?Well, not in my time, maybe, but in a century, anyway.?
A newspaper ﬂashed into his hand.
?Not in two centuries,? he said. ?I will prove it. Two centuries from now, a king of Italy will 
be assassinated. [ . . .] Here is a journal which will issue from the press in those days; we may 
cull from it some historical facts in advance of their occurrence; details that are full of hideous 
humor, but in that day the race will be as unconscious of it as it would be to-day.?
?165-66; Gothic types added. Paine deleted the passages of Gothic types above that include 
proper nouns such as Robert Burns and Scotland, and the passages referring to the Pope. 
He modiﬁed <Laughter> into ?laughter.? A king of Italy Satan referred to suggests King 
Humbert I ?1844-1900?.?
Satan says that the human race still lacks sense and the courage. Therefore his suggestion is that the race 
should develop the humor-perception to detect and laugh at funny shams and absurdities in the world. With 
special emphasis he says that people should use an ?effective weapon?laughter? instead of using other 
weapons. ?Against the assault of Laughter nothing can stand.? It is the satiric and subversive power of 
laughter that could be the counter-force against the colossal humbug. Satan proves the effective power of 
laughter by showing a few historical facts in advance, for example, that Robert Burns ?1759-96?, a peasant 
and poet in the vernacular, will set Scotland free. Another example Satan proved would happen ?in fact? 
within ?ten years, in a little country called New England? ?155; Paine deleted the passages of Gothic 
types including a proper noun?, where witch-hunting would come to an end. Satan introduces the ?effective 
weapon?laughter? in connection with commoners and their sense and the courage.
Gibson refers to ?The Man That Corrupted Hadleyburg? ?hereafter ?Hadleyburg??, which Mark 
Twain wrote during the same period as ?The Chronicle,? and he argues that Twain uses humor and music 
in the story as catharsis and satire as correction. Certainly ?[t]he citizens of Hadleyburg [. . .] restore their 
town?s reputation for honesty by laughing down their ?incorruptible? ?nineteen? leading citizens, whom 
another mysterious stranger has exposed?Gibson 25-26?.5  ?The House ?the town-hall of Hadleyburg? 
was in a roaring humor now, and ready to get all the fun out of the occasion that might be in it. Several 
Nineteeners, looking pale and distressed, got up and began to work their way toward the aisles, but a score 
of shouts went up: ?The door, the doors?close the doors; no Incorruptible shall leave this place! Sit down, 
everybody!?? ??Hadleyburg? 54?. Soon ?[a] storm of derisive applause broke out?56?: ?A Powerful 
Voice?54?, ?Many Voices?62?, ?A Hundred Voices?65?,  and ?A Cyclone of Voices?64? of all ?the 
minor and unimportant citizens?21? who assembled laughed down the dishonesty and humbug of the 
?nineteen principal citizens?21? of the town. Although Hadleyburg was a small town in the United States, 
the voices of the common people there, who had been the silent little people, laughed down the dishonesty 
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and humbug of ?the nineteen principal citizens? who had kept their power and honor in the town. There 
was ?a strong force of special correstondents who had come from everywhere?38? in the town-hall 
including the Associate Press. The news was soon spread throughout the United States. Twain?s class 
consciousness let him demonstrate far more successfully the common people?s power of laughter. 
4
The narrator of ?The Chronicle? believed that the people were ?progressing? and ?in time? their 
sense of humor-perception would develop to a point where it would enable them to perceive many things 
they couldn?t see then. On one hand the narrator?s expressions have magniﬁcent future possibilities, but on 
the other hand, readers must note that Satan proved the opposite answer by showing a newspaper that was 
brought from the future world. He said, ?I will prove it. Two centuries from now, a king of Italy will be 
assassinated. ?. . .? B?ut in that day the race will be as unconscious of it ?the hideous humor? as it would 
be to-day.? What does his saying mean? The year Satan means, 1900 of course, is when Twain was actually 
writing this chapter. 
Even though Satan proved the people?s failure to perceive the ?funniness? of the Papal Infallibility 
and God-subordinating Papal Authority that would be disclosed by the assassination of the king of Italy, 
Satan?s notice of the people?s failure doesn?t necessarily mean that the narrator should despair. Twain?s 
young Satan doesn?t replace the reality with a desire. He just pointed out a historical fact of the future?that 
the race would still ?lack sense and the courage?166? at the end of the nineteenth century, which ?would 
demonstrate how rarely mankind used that power?Gibson 25?. Nonetheless, Satan who seems to represent 
Twain himself was arguing for the importance of a critical consciousness among the common people in the 
face of established institution. 
While writing at the turn of the previous century Twain appears to be deeply concerned about the 
social reality, and be struggling against political injustice. And yet, as John S. Tuckey notes ?despite 
the tensions of his last years, he remained appreciably sane as well as creative.? 6  Twain?s portrayal of 
young Satan also implies Twain?s own perspective on the future. What Stan says in ?The Chronicle? is 
reminiscent of what Hank Morgan says in A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur’s Court ?especially in Ch. 
33? and Mark Twain?s speech, written in his heyday entitled ?The New Dynasty? 7. 
According to young Satan?s views, which can be extracted from Mark Twain?s original text, 
common people generate stupidity from their ignorance, and suffer defeats  as a result of their cowardice. 
Nevertheless, he does recognize that they are kind-hearted by nature and capable of critical conversations. 
Sometimes they act without consideration of authority, which is a brave act on their part. If people could 
develop their humor-perception, the satiric and subversive power of laughter could become a counter-force 
against ?the colossal humbug? who manufactures wars, says Satan. 
It is no wonder that Satan told the narrator, ?The progress of your race was not satisfactory. It is 
to have another chance, now? ?134?, which echoes the voice of Forty-Four: ?Dream other dreams, and 
better!? 186? in No.44. As we have seen in his original text, Mark Twain created a cynical young Satan 
with an implied sense of hope, an unexpected optimism, which provides a helpful understanding of No.44 
as well as his later works. 
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* This is a revised essay that I presented at the Sixth International Conference on the State of Mark 
Twain Studies at Elmira College, New York on August 6-8, 2009. Supported by Grant-in-Aid for Scientiﬁc 
Research ?C? 22520225 given by Japan Society for the Promotion of Science.
Notes
1   After the Centennial Symposium Joseph Csicsila and Chad Rohman edited Centenary Reflections On Mark Twain’s 
No.44, The Mysterious Stranger ?Columbia, Missouri: University of Missouri Press, 2009?.
2   See Masago Takami Igawa, ?Mark Twain?s Later Years ?I?: On the Editorial Fraud of The Mysterious Stranger, A 
Romance? 1973?. 
3   As Gibson quotes on page 16, Mark Twain records his mood in his Notebook 28, TS 34-35 ?10 November 1895?. I am 
grateful to Robert H. Hirst, General Editor, and Victor Fischer, Associate Editor of the Mark Twain Papers & Project at the 
Bancroft Library for giving me professional advice in the summers of 1999, 2009 and the fall of 2011.
4   Satan is known to the villagers by the name of Philip Traum. ?[H]e told us Satan was only his real name and he was to 
be known by it to us alone, but he had chosen another one to be called by in presence of others; just a common one, such as 
people have?Philip Traum? 53?. ?[T]here was quite a rustle of whispers: ?It?s the young stranger we hear so much about 
and can?t get a sight of, he is away so much.? Dear, dear, but he is beautiful?what is his name?? Philip Traum.? Ah, it 
ﬁts him!? You see, Traum is German for Dream?? 84-85?.
5   Mark Twain started writing the novel ?The Man That Corrupted Hadleyburg? in 1898 and wrote it during the same 
period as his writing of ?The Chronicle.? He published The Man That Corrupted Hadleyburg and Other Stories and Essays 
in 1900.
6   Quoted in Macnaughton, Mark Twain’s Last Years As a Writer, 6.
7   See Masago Igawa, ?Mark Twain and the Knights of Labor? 2010?. According to Carter ?382?, Mark Twain testiﬁed 
before the Senate Committee on Patents on January 29, 1886, then the public hearings on international copyright legislation 
was held on the same day. The spokesman for labor, President of Philadelphia Typographical Union, No.2, spoke, ?I stand 
here to represent ALL the trades, ALL the industries, all brethren of ANY calling that labor with their hands for their daily 
bread and the bread of their wives and their little children. [. . .] When I speak, out of my mouth issues the voice of ﬁve 
millions of men!? ??The New Dynasty? 886?. Twain, who was deeply impressed by the speech, continues: ?[T]he ﬁve-
million-voiced printer DICTATED to the Congress. [. . .] I was there to hear and see. It seemed to me that all the gauds and 
shows and spectacles of history somehow lost their splendor in this presence? 886?.
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